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1.  INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we present results which guarantee tile existence of three solutions t<> mmlinear 
equations on measure chains of the form 
yA A(t ) + f(y(~(t))) =: 0, fbrt  ~ [(~,b]. 
c~u(a) - 3y / ' (~ , )  -: 0. ,~ > (/, :~ > 0, (1.t )  
ya(c,(b))-  O. 
To understand (1.1), we need to recall some st.andard efinitions (see [1 8] .tbr an intro&lction to 
t, his subject). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T be a closed subset ot'R with the property that 
c~(t) = inf {r > t :  r E T} E T and p(t) sup {r < t :  r ~ T} <-- T. 
for all t E T. We assume throughout hat T has the topolooy that it inherits &ore the standard 
topology on R.  
Throughout  his paper, a < b are points in T.  Let 
[~,q  : {~, ~ T : .  < t < t,}. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. F ixt  E T. Let y : T --~ R. Then we define yA(t) to be the number (if it exists) 
with the property that given e > 0, there is a neighborhood U of t with 
][y(a(t)) - y(s)] - y/'(t)[a(t) - s]l <e  la(t) - sl, 
for all s E U. We call yZX(t) the derivative of y(t). 
DEFINITION 1.3. If FZa(t) = f(t),  then we define the integral by 
fa t f(w) 7= F ( t ) -  F(a). A 
To show the existence of three nonnegative solutions to (1.1), we will use the Leggett Wil l iams 
Fixed-Point Theorem [9,10]. Recently, [9-13] this fixed-point heorem has been used to establish 
results for differential and difference equations. In this paper, we provide a new existence result 
for differential equations on t ime scales. In fact, our result is new when T = R (the differential 
equation case) and when T = Z (the discrete case). 
For the remainder of this section, we gather together some results from the l iterature that  will 
be needed in Section 2. The Green's function for the boundary value problem 
_ yZX zx (t) = 0, for t E [a, b], 
my(a) - ~yZX(a) = 0, ct > 0, /3 _> 0, (1.2) 
y~(~(b) )  = 0 
is given by [5,6], 
It is easy to check since 
that  
and 
here 
a( t -a )+/3  t<s ,  
c( t ,  s) = a 
(~(s) - ~) + O, ~(~) _< t. 
O~ 
c~( t -a )+a 
c(t ,  ~) - ~(~(~) -a )+Z'  t<s ,  
G((r(s), s) 1, ~7(s) <_ t, 
0 <_ G(t,s) <_ a(a(s),s) ,  for t E [a, a2(b)] and s E [a,~r(b)] (1.3) 
a(t,  s) > k a(~(s),  ~), for t E , a2(b) and s e [a,a(b)]; (1.4) 
a (a(b) - a) + 4/3 (1.5) 
k = 44  (a2(b) - a) + 4~'  
REMARK 1.1. We could replace (a(b) + 3@/4  in (1.4) by any p e R with a < p < ~2(b) 
provided k in (1.5) is adjusted to (a (# - a) + ~)/(a (cr2(b) - a) +/3). 
E = (E, ]]. H) is a Banach space and C C E a cone. By a concave nonnegative continuous 
functional ~ on C, we mean a continuous mapping ~ : C --* [0, oo) with 
¢(Ax+(1-A)y )>_A¢(x)+(1-A)¢(y ) ,  foral lx,  yeC anda l l  Ae[0 ,1 ] .  
Let K ,  L, r > 0 be constants with C and ¢ as defined above. Let 
CK = {y c c :  Ilyll < K}  and C(¢, r, L) = {y e C :  !b(y) _> r and IlYll _< L}.  
We now state the Leggett Wil l iams Fixed-Point Theorem [9,10]. 
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TttEOREM 1.1. Let E = (E, II. I1) be a Banach space, C c E a cone of E and R > 0 a constant. 
Suppose there exists a concave nonnegative continuous functional z) on C with ~,(y) < Ilyll 
for y E CR and let A : CR ~ CR be a continuous, compact map. Assume there are numbers r, 
L. and K with O < r < L < K <_ R such that 
(HI) {y ~ C(e ,L ,K )  : '0(Y) > L} ¢ 0 and '~(Ay) > L for a11 y ~ C((u,L,K);  
(H2) IIAyll < r fbr ~1~ y ~ C,.; 
(H3) '0(Ay) > L for all y E C(e ,L ,R)  with IIAyll > K. 
Then A has at least three fixed points Yl, Y2, and Ya in CR. Furthermore, we have 
y, eC,.,  y2e{yeC(~,L ,R) :¢ (y )>L} and y3eC~\  (C(~',L,R) UC~). 
2. EX ISTENCE 
We use Theorem 1.1 to establish the existence of three nonnegative solutions to (1.1). By 
C[a, ~2(b)], we mean the Banach space of continuous functions y : [a, ~2(b)] ~ R equipped with 
the norm lYl0 = suPt~[~,o2(b)l ly(t)l. 
The following conditions will be assumed: 
f :[0, oc) --~ [0, ~o) is continuous and nondecreasing (2.1) 
and 
here k is as in (1.5). 
/ a(b)  3 r > 0 with f(r)  sup G(t, s) z~ s < r (2.2) 
tE[a,cr2(b)] oa 
[a, cr2(b)] i s suehthat 'q=min{rET ' . r> or(b) +3a} 
- 4 (2 .3 )  
exists and satisfies ~r(b) + 3a _< t] < <r(b) 
4 
/ c,(b) L > r with f (n )  rain G(t, s) A s > L (2.4) 
t E [rJ,o'2 (b)] . , j  
i 
ce(b) 
3 R >_ L k-1 with f (R)  sup G(t, s) A s < R; (2.5) 
t e [a ,a  2 (b)] J a 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose (2.1)-(2.5) hold. Then (1.1) has three nonnegative solution Yl . ~]2, and Y3 
in C[a, cr2(b)] with y~ zx C C~d[a, b] Orate y~. = gi e a is rd-continuous on [a, b]) tbr i = 1 2.3 and 
ly~lo < r, y2(t) > L, .rot t c [,1, ~2(b)] and Luako > ~" with rain V3(t) < L. tC[v,~2(b)] 
REMARK 2.1. Note C,.d[a, b] is the space of rd-continuous functions [1,8] on [a, b]. 
REMARK 2.2. Notice (<r(b) + 3a) /4  could be replaced by any p E R, a < It < a(b) (see Re- 
mark 1.1) provided k in (1.5) is adjusted to (a (# - a) +/~) / (a  (cr2(b) - a) + '3). 
PROOF. Let 
E = (C [a, gZ(b)], I. Io) and C = {y E C [a,o2(b)] : y(t) >_ O, for t E [a,g"(b)]}.  
Now let A : C --~ C be defined by 
j~a (b) 
Ay(t)  = G(t,s) f(y(<r(s)))As, for t E [a, cr2(b)] ; (2.6) 
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here y • C. It is immediate from the ideas in [3] that 
A : C -~ C is continuous and completely continuous. 
Fory•C,  let 
Next choose and fix K so that 
this is possible since R _> L k -1. Let 
~(y)= min, y(t). 
t~[v,~(b)] 
L k -~ _< K < R; (2.7) 
c,. = {y • c :  lyl0 < r}, CR = {y • C :  lYl0 < R) 
and 
C('~, L, K) = {y • C :  W(y) > L and lYt0 <_ K}, c(~,  L, R) = {y • c :  ¢(y) _> L and lY[0 <- R}. 
We first show condition (H2) of Theorem 1.1 holds. If y • C~, then (2.6) and [8, Theo- 
rem 1.4.3 (iii)] guarantee that 
/ , (b )  f~(~) Ay(t)  = a(t ,s ) f (y(a(s) ) )  As <_ f(lyl0) a(t ,  s) As  da , ]a  
f 
~(b) 
<_ f(r)  sup G(t, s) A s, 
tE[a,a2(b)] Ja  
for t • [a, a2(b)]. This together with (2.2) yields 
[Ay[o <_ f(r)  sup 
tE[a,a2(b)] ff (bl G(t, S) A s < r. 
Thus, condition (H2) of Theorem 1.1 holds. Similarly, we have A : CR --~ CR. 
Next, we show condition (H1) of Theorem 1.1 holds. First, notice if 
u(t) = L + K for t E [a,~2(b)], 
2 ' 
then u E {y E C(~b, L, K ) :  ¢(y) > L}. Also ify E C('~b, L, K), then ~(9) = mintc[v,~2(b)] 9(t) >_ L 
and lYl0 <-K, so y (s )•  [L,K] for s • [~,~2(b)] and ~s ~ result 
y(~(x)) • [L, K], for x • [~, ~(b)]. (ZS) 
This together with (2.4) and [8 (Theorem 1.4.3 (iii))] yields 
F(b) f(b) 
'~(Ay) = rain G(t,s) f (y (a (s ) ) )As  > rain G(t,s) f (y(~r(s)))As 
te  [,~,cr2 (b)] j a - -  tC[~l,(r 2 (b)] j .,? 
a(b) 
> f(L)  rain G(t, s) A s > L, 
-- tE['rl'°'2(b)] J"7 
so condition (H1) of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied. Finally, to see that (H3) of Theorem 1.1 holds, 
let y • C(~, L, R) with lAy]0 > K. First, notice (1.3) and [8, Theorem 1.4.3 (iii)] imply 
fa ~(b) 
IAylo < G(cr(s),s)f(y(cr(s)))Z~s 
and this together with (1.4), [8, Theorem 1.4.3 (iii)], and (2.7) yields 
j~a c~(b) 
~(Ay)  = min G(t,s) f (y((7(s)))As 
te[rl,a2(b)] 
l 
a(b) 
> k G(cr(s), s) f(y(cr(s))) z~ s 
da 
_> klAy[0 > kK  > L. 
Thus, condition (H3) of Theorem 1.1 holds. Now apply Theorem 1.1. | 
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